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Arron: “…”
He seemed to hear who it was, but he was not sure.
“You are luckier than me!” The other end spoke again.
Arron: “Pan Haoyang?”
Pan Haoyang sneered: “You have been living by her side, but what
about me? I haven’t seen her before. When I knew it, she was already
asleep in the ground!”
Arron: “Where are you?”
“Want to kill me?” Pan Haoyang asked back.
Arron: “You are my only brother.”
“Bah!” Pan Haoyang scolded angrily.
Arron: “…”
Pan Haoyang smiled provocatively: “You can’t find me! It will be long
in Japan!”
If the language was necessary, he hung up the phone.
Here Arron glanced at the phone and smiled faintly.
He didn’t know what he failed to track his father and aunt to Kyoto this
night, and what they did.
However, he really couldn’t walk away.
Compared with those tedious things, Kraig’s life is the most important.

Of course, in the depths of Arron’s heart, Pan Haoyang’s life is equally
important, but at least Pan Haoyang is still alive now, isn’t it?
Arron turned and looked at Kraig who was sleeping.
The man on the hospital bed frowned.
He shouted: “Xiaoshan, Xiaoshan…”
Arron: “…”
He didn’t know how to persuade Kraig in the hospital bed, and blame
Kraig for not cherishing it?
But when Arron struggled to find Suzi for five or six years, he
sometimes found a place of despair. When there was no news, Arron
was also very decadent.
Therefore, he did not entertain Kraig with such words.
Arron didn’t even know, is it possible for Kraig and Dalia in this life?
What he can do now is to make the brothers of life and death get
better as soon as possible.
When Kraig woke up, it was already past four in the afternoon.
He was asleep again in this sleep.
The whole person is also much more refreshed, but it looks weaker
and paler.
“Why did you come in, old Fu?” Kraig sat up and looked up at Fu
Jinghao.
He drank in his villa and ordered the domestic helper not to let anyone
in, especially Lenny.
More precisely, especially the Jun family!
My father, and even the entire Jun family, hoped that Kraig would
marry Elma.

Therefore, as long as he returns to Kyoto, waves of people will come
to persuade him.
But he was dripping blood in his heart.
The people he sent out to find Dalia in the east were also wave after
wave. But there is no news at all.
She is pregnant
So far, it has been more than two months.
Should I be pregnant in two months?
But how can a woman with a big belly survive outside?
How!
Kraig is anxious, his heart is burning
But what can I do?
In this way, he nestled in the house where Dalia was driven out. He
woke up drunk, and woke up again to get drunk again.
Sometimes he feels good to be drunk.
Because I can see Dalia in my dream.
She is still so gentle and obedient.

Chapter 1439
She is still so understanding.
She is not coy, she is not coquettish, and she can take care of him
very considerately without saying anything.
Dalia often said: “I will be your most satisfied maid. I will let you have
no worries. If you don’t want me anymore, you just need to tell me and
I will disappear from your eyes.”

She really disappeared.
His letter was also hollowed out.
“It’s ruthless! A woman, don’t let me catch her! I can’t spare her if I
catch her!” Kraig said suddenly.
At this time, Suzi came in from outside, and she sneered: “What! Mr.
Jun, are you still so pretentious to Sister Shan?”
Kraig: “Suzi, you… are you here too?”
Suzi slammed a bunch of flowers in front of Kraig, and said angrily: “I
knew you were still in this tone to Sister Shan, I wouldn’t buy you this
bunch of flowers.”
“Mom, I picked this flower for Uncle Jun.” Lilly looked up at Suzi.
Suzi blankly gave Shen a single glance.
Lilly immediately stuck out his tongue and smiled.
She didn’t hate Uncle Jun very much, because Uncle Jun lost Aunt
Shanshan, and she was a little angry.
However, Lilly often heard from his father that he had the best
relationship with Uncle Jun. Now that Uncle Jun is sick, Lilly thought
about buying a bunch of flowers to comfort Uncle Jun.
It happened to be at the entrance of the hospital, she suggested to
her mother.
Mother was unwilling at first.
Mother said: “He is not worthy!”
Lilly looked up at his mother: “Mom, what is unworthy?”
“That’s right, Kraig is not a good person! So, I don’t deserve to receive
flowers.”
Lilly nodded thoughtfully: “Oh…but, then why should Dad treat Uncle
Jun so well?”

“Because…” Suzi didn’t know how to explain to the girl.
“Mom, why aren’t you talking anymore?” The children always break
the casserole and ask, are they alright.
Suzi hesitated: “Well, when your father was alone abroad, his life was
also very difficult. Later, your father met your uncle Jun. At first it was
your father who saved Uncle Jun’s life. Later, Uncle Jun was grateful
to you. Dad, I sent a lot of people to protect your dad.”
“Later, Uncle Jun helped your father establish his employment group
abroad.”
“What is an employment group?” Shen Only asked again.
“It’s… very powerful. It can protect the only bodyguard group with his
mother.” Suzi didn’t want his daughter to know too much, so he made
this explanation.
“Oh…Then Uncle Jun is really good to my father.” Lilly said.
Suzi: “……”
Lilly looked up at Suzi with a begging expression: “Mom, Uncle Jun is
now a patient…”
Suzi smiled.
She knelt down and put the only one in her arms, and said with great
relief: “My only one is really the pride of my mother. Although my only
one is very sturdy and brave, he is not afraid of everything, but My
only but momentary kind heart.”
“My baby is right. Uncle Jun and your dad have a very good
relationship. He just didn’t handle Aunt Shanshan’s matter correctly,
but in general, he is still your dad’s friend. He is sick now. , We should
send him flowers.”
Lilly nodded: “Well, my mother is awesome!”
“Well, these flowers are all chosen by the only one. Choose whatever
the only one likes.”

Children’s vision is really different from that of adults.
The flowers that the little girl chose were dog-tail flowers, grasses,
yellow tulips, and yellow-purple daisies. It looks very childlike and
lively.
Such a bunch of flowers was thrown by Suzi on the bedside table in
front of the hospital bed, and Lilly felt distressed.
Kraig on the hospital bed also feels distressed.
He is usually a man who doesn’t like children so much, so naturally he
doesn’t like the flowers chosen by children’s eyes.
But it’s different now.
Dalia, who was driven away by him, is pregnant, and she will have a
baby left in the near future.
Is it a boy or a girl?
Kraig looked forward very much.
But extremely desperate.
As a result, he can’t help but feel emotional when he looks at this
childlike flower now.
Kraig raised her hand to pick up the bunch of flowers, and said to
herself in a low and decadent tone: “I don’t know where Xiaoshan is
now. Is she full and dressed warmly? Can someone bully her? “
“Sister Shan is fine now!” Suzi blurted out.

